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Why ‘professional 
growth and inquiry’?
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Steve Barkley’s Bottom-Up Model
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Hypothesise

Experiment

Measure success

Reflect and 
evaluate

If I change/do…… the 
outcome for students will 

be….. 

Plan and try

What does this look like? Who 
can help me collect evidence?

What now? 
What’s next?



Why peer-to-peer?



Removes Hierarchy 



‘Research Assistant’

Observing teaching

Observing learning

Talking to students

Interviewing students 
post-lesson

Reviewing lesson materials



Leading the process





Our school Plan





Know your why





Know your why - and tell everyone
“At BSHS we believe that staff can better develop their skills if they are self-directed 

and assume responsibility for their own learning and growth.”

“At BSHS we believe that learning from one another is the most powerful form of 

professional growth and as such we maintain an open-door policy to classrooms.”







Our process

Identify Annual 
Professional Growth 

Focus Area

Peer support with 
buddy/ies

Observations and 
Evidence collection

Coaching 
conversation with 

HOD

Catch-ups 
scheduled during 
staff meeting time

Sharing learning and 
practice (not ‘best 

practice’) 

In departments
/whole staff

2nd coaching 
conversation with 

HOD



Making it work by building culture







Staff Read













Thoughts from our 
teachers



“For me, the most valued 
element of the model we are 
now using is that it puts the 
emphasis on the individual 
teacher to determine what they 
want to do with their 
professional development: this 
autonomy is vital for all 
professionals to feel a sense 
of worth in what they do.”
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“It enables me to pinpoint the 
areas of my practice that I 
want to develop and focus on 
them specifically. The buddy 
system also creates a feeling 
of safety and gives me the 
confidence to take creative 
risks.”
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“I think that all senior leadership teams 
should start from the presumption that 
the vast majority of teachers are 
dedicated professionals who take a keen 
interest in their own development. It 
feels like that presumption is being 
made in our school now, and that really 
contributes to making it a pleasant place 
to work.”



Thank You




